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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your PageLayout template hasthe following code part ofthe
template: When trying to render this page, you see the
following exception in the log:
What is the cause for this exception?
A. Page asset needs to have argA and ArgB defined as cache
criteria.
B. Parameters argA and argB are not part of the PageLayout
template's cache criteria.
C. Page asset needs to have argA and ArgB defined as attributes

part of the asset.
D. Parameters argA and argB are not part of the
MySite/Content_C/Detail template's cache criteria.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which R77 GUI would you use to see number of packets accepted
since the last policy install?
A. SmartView Status
B. SmartView Monitor
C. SmartView Tracker
D. SmartDashboard
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
Match the command to the action it initiates on a FlexFabric
switch. Not all actions will be used.
Answer:
Explanation:
System-view - enter enabled mode
Interface ten 1/0/2 - log in to a port
Port trunk permit VLAN 10 - set port mode to trunk
Port access VLAN 10 - set up a tagged port

NEW QUESTION: 4
A group of developers in your organization want to migrate
their existing application into Elastic Beanstalk
and want to use Elastic load Balancing and Amazon SQS. They are
currently using a custom application
server.
How would you deploy their system to Elastic Beanstalk?
A. Usea Docker container that has the third party application
server installed on itand that creates the load
balancer and an Amazon SQS queue using the applicationsource
bundle feature.
B. Configurean Elastic Beanstalk platform using AWS OpsWorks
deploy it to Elastic Beanstalkand run a
script that creates a load balancer and an Amazon SQS queue.
C. Configurean AWS OpsWorks stack that installs the third party
application server andcreates a load
balancer and an Amazon SQS queue and then deploys it to
ElasticBeanstalk.
D. Createa custom Elastic Beanstalk platform that contains the
third party applicationserver and runs a
script that creates a load balancer and an Amazon SQS queue.

Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
Below is the documentation on Clastic beanstalk and Docker
Clastic Beanstalk supports the deployment of web applications
from Docker containers. With Docker
containers, you can define your own runtime environment. You
can choose your own platform, programming language, and any
application dependencies (such as package
managers or tools), that aren't supported by other platforms.
Docker containers are self-contained and include
all the configuration information and software your web
application requires to run.
For more information on Clastic beanstalk and Docker, please
visit the link:
* http://docs.aws.a
mazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/latest/dg/create_deploy_docker. htm
I
*
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